In wireless multi-hop network, many applications need multicast communication where the group leader needs to send data to all members of the group. Multicast routing provides a balanced, efficient, and fairness network environment for the group members. However, large load for transmission management to leader node and signal interference between several paths for multi-hop links always took long transmission delay and low throughput efficiency. In this paper, we propose a Zone-based Hierarchical Multicast Routing Protocol (ZHMP). This routing protocol is designed based on zone routing schemes, where proactive routing is applied for intra-zone node level multicasting and reactive routing is used for searching inter-zone paths. By each hierarchical and independent multicast working in separated zones, load of multicast source node will be distributed by several zone-level routings for a better load balance and signal interference between each multi-hop paths will be resisted for a maximum multicast throughput.
In these years, with grown of the technology and popularity of the internet, applications that require multicastings are becoming more widespread, a lot of multicast routing protocols are proposed for high throughput, low energy cost. Multicast utilizes network infrastructure efficiently by requiring the source to send a packet only once, even if it needs to be delivered to a large number of receivers. Some recent works have explored MAC protocols for reliable multicast [1] . In multicast routing with MAC protocol, as a group leader, multicast source node has responsibility to manage all messages for request or response from its neighbor group members or forwarding nodes such as RTS/CTS and ACK. It becomes large load to the leader node, cause higher delay and result in lower throughput. Low efficiency is also due to signal interferences between multi-hop multicast path, traffic within several multi-hop paths from leader to members may interfere each other by RTS/CTS interference and cause unexpected transmission delay [2] . While a node is sending data to the next node, other nodes within the source and neighbor's transmission range must set NAV and keep silent. Certainly, this kind of interference also happens between two or more nearby multicast paths as shown in Fig. 1 . In the upper path of Fig.  1 , the 4th node does not have any interference from any nodes among its path, however it have CTS interference from the node in the below path. Therefore, more efficient routing protocols are required to solve these problems to design a better multicast map for a large area MANET.
As one of solutions for above problems, we propose a Zone-based Hierarchical Multicast Routing Protocol. This routing protocol is designed based on schemes of zone routing protocol. By the GPS, once every member node in the group knows its position, zone routing scheme can be applied for a better organizational environment. Multicast routing protocol could run hierarchically and independently in each level of separated zones to mitigate source's load. Furthermore, interference between each multi-hop path could be reduced minimally by independent works in each zones for a better throughput. Ⅱ. Signal interference and RTS/CTS handshake on wireless network
In wireless network, ideal data throughput or path establishment for a constant network connectivity are always giving a lot problems for quality of service(QoS). The signal collision can be seen as one of main reasons of these problems(ex. hidden terminal problem, exposed terminal problem). It happens because the sent off signal in wireless environment is not directionally reach to one position among the transmission channel, the receiving one may sense a lot signals around it but it difficult to convince the correct one, and also, the receiver is impossible to listen the signals while it is sending data to someone else.
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As a resolution of these problem, CSMA/CA (Carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance) is carried out with the ethernet 802. 3. In this protocol, a station wishing to transmit has to first listen to the channel for a predetermined amount of time so as to check for any activity on the channel. If the channel is sensed "idle" then the station is permitted to transmit. If the channel is sensed as "busy" the station has to defer its transmission.
IEEE 802.11 inherits the property of CSMA/CA and presents a RTS(Request to send)/CTS(Clear to send) handshake protocol to reduce the signal collision problem. It solve the hidden terminal problem, and originally fixed the exposed terminal problem as well. In this protocol, a node wishing to send data initiates the process by sending a RTS signal. The destination node replies with a CTS signal. Any other node sensing the RTS or CTS signal should set NAV(Network allocation vector) and refrain from sending data for a given time. During the amount of time included in NAV, the node which is not a part of the transmission should wait before trying to get access to the medium included in any RTS or CTS signal. The protocol was designed under the assumption that all nodes have the same transmission range. The process illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . The CSMA/CA and RTS/CTS handshake greatly solved signal collision problems in wireless network, but they also bring other weakness to wireless network such as reduced data throughput, unfairness of channel occupation, and so on. For example, assuming that ten nodes are positioned at a equal transmission range, while two of them are having communication, other eight nodes should not do anything but wait. We confirm this kind of instance as RTS/CTS interference. The goal of multicast routing in a MANET is to discover the most recent topology of a continuously changing network to find correct routes to a specific node group. Multicast routing protocols in a MANET inherits unicast routing's schemes and can be classified into proactive routing (table-driven) such as Multicast Optimized Link State Routing(MOLSR) [3] and reactive routing (on-demand) such as Multicast Ad hoc On-Demand Di stance Vector routing(MAODV) [4] , On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol(ODMRP) [5] . As an extension of Optimized Link State Routing(OLSR), MOLSR takes benefit of the topology knowledge gathered by the OLSR protocol to build multicast trees. The trees are updated whenever a topology change is detected. As a proactive routing protocol, MOLSR generates a big number of control messages which may cause large overhead to upkeep its paths in mobility network. Above multicast routing protocols provide high efficiency for one to many group routings in wireless network. However, reliability becomes an exact problem in multicast routing, because the multicast protocols dose not provide carrier sense algorithms such as in CSMA/CA. Jain and Samir R. Das proposed a MAC layer multicast protocol which performs multicast RTS/CTS exchange with all neighbor nodes on a multicast group. The protocol challenges the reliability in multicast like in unicast. But as we mentioned in section II, signal interference such as in RTS/CTS handshake may bring performance deteriorations in unicast routing and it may get the worse (e. g. , more transmission delay) on one to many multicast routing.
Reviews of multi-hop routing on wireless network
In a wireless multi-hop network, packets are delivered from source to destination by a few numbers of intermediate nodes among a created hop-by-hop path to improve the network scalability compare to managed wireless single-hop network. In multi-hop networks such as ad-hoc network, nodes do not start out familiar with the topology of their networks, while they have to discover it instead. The basic idea is that a new node may announce its presence and should listen for announcements broadcast by its neighbours. Each node learns about nodes nearby and how to reach them. To routing in multi-hop networks, the path to reach a destination from a source is dynamically established by the intermediate nodes(hops) which are chosen by the connectivity of network and efficiency of QoS. Routing schemes in multi-hop networks can be classified as three types: proactive routing -which calculate routes before the one is needed; reactive routing -only calculate the routes when it is needed; and hierarchical routing -use both proactive and reactive routing hierarchically for each advantages.
B. Reactive r outing
In reactive routing protocols, a route is usually find by flooding the network with route request messages on demand. The paths are established only the communication is needed, RREQ(Route Request) and RREP(Route Reply) packets are exchanged from source to destination for route discovery. Low control overhead to whole network, good reaction on restructuring and failures are the advantages of this routing protocol, while high latency time in route discovery is the weakness of it. Examples of reactive routing protocol are DSR(Dynamic Source Routing), AODV(Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector), etc.
Zone Routing Protocol(ZRP) -a Hierarchical routing
As a hierarchical routing protocol, Zone Routing Protocol, named by ZRP, combines both proactive and reactive routing's properties. It reduces the control overhead of proactive routing protocols and decrease the latency caused by routing discover in reactive routing protocols [6] . In this protocol, the network is divided into several non-overlapping zones. Each node knows the node connectivity within its zone by proactive routing. Therefor, if the source and destination is in the same zone, the packet can 무선 다중 홉 네트워크에서의 지역 기반의 계층적 멀티캐스트 라우팅 프로토콜 153 be delivered immediately. Most of the existing proactive routing algorithms can be used as the inside zone routing for ZRP. For a zone level routing, route discovery will happen reactively by route request(RREQ) /route response(RREP) handshake. An RREQ will be sent from source and forwarded by each zone until it finds a zone which contains the destination, on receiving the RREQ, destination sends an RREP on the reverse path back to the source. The structure of ZRP is illustrated in Fig. 4 . 
Zone-based Hierarchical Multicast Routing Protocol(ZHMP)
An extension to IEEE 802.11 protocol providing reliable multicast MAC protocol is proposed by Shweta Jain and Samir R. Das, which presents RTS/CTS handshake in multicast routing. However, the traffic delay in this routing protocol may cause unexpected overhead by time for searching a route, CTS or ACK waiting time in Fig. 5 . and retransmission time for aborted transmissions. The proposed ZHMP is on the purpose of network topology with minimal overhead on traffic of routing discovery and delay from signal interference. It's carried out based on ZRP schemes. In Fig. 6 , different with ZRP, the network is considered as several levels of circle to fit a multicast group and each circle is divided into several zones for an idealize management. It's formed by two sub-routings: intra-zone multicast routing (proactive), for inside zone mul ti casti ng and i nter-zone uni cast routi ng(reacti ve), to del i ver data from one zone to its sub-level zone. In each separated zone, all link state informations are gathered and distributed to every member nodes for a multicast path discovery and entry/exit node selection. Entry node is chosen as a leader node for its intra-zone multicasting and exit node is chosen for routing discovery on zone-level paths. Each exit node searches and creates a path to its sub-level zone's entry node for forwarding data from source to any zone which belongs to the multicast group in Fig. 7 . In ZHMP, the entry node of each zones will act as a tree node and for a fairness condition, it will be chosen from multicast member nodes. Source will relay the route discovery and intra-zone multicasting to each entry nodes, it only takes responsibility to transmission with entry node of first level zones. Intra-zone multicast path is already be established while the zone is created(proactive scheme), entry node runs multicasting by the path and relaying the zone-level path discovery and data forwarding to its exit node. By hierarchically routing running in each independent zones, multicast paths will not only be discovered by source but also can be discovered by each level of zone. All the response messages such as CTS or ACK and retransmission request message could be managed by entry nodes instead of source node as a better topology to reduce interference than previewed multicast routings with RTS/CTS handshake.
Zone-level exit-to-entry link is a very important factor in ZHMP, a broken node-level intra-zone link only influence one path and can be recovered immediately as in a smaller environment. However, all its sub-level zones will lost connection and not be easily recovered for a broken zone-level link, even reactive routing is applied on. That is because zone-level link recovery brings overhead of entry or exit node re-selection. As one solution, for a continuous transporting environment, secondary entry and exit node can be selected in each zone and establish a backup path to deal with broken zone-level links.
Entry & exit node selection in ZHMP
The path from entry node to exit node will be established by proactive routing(LSR), entry node gathers all node by node link informations in current zone and stores them in its routing table. With the routing table, the paths to all its zone-member nodes including the exit node will be created and sub-level intra zone multicasting of ZHMP may run with the paths. While a multicast path has to cross the zone to its sub-level zones, entry node will forward the RREQ to its zone-member exit node, and the exit node will deliver the RREQ to its sub-level entry node to establish a zone to zone path. The following pseudo codes explained how to going route discovery with entry and exit node in ZHMP. One of important works to design a ZHMP is how to chose entry & exit node in each zones for a better efficacy. First of all, entry node must have a link to connect with its upper level zone's exit node, so the position can not be sided too deeply into the zone. Second of all, an entry node should have most powerful ability to run multicasting more efficiently. For a better performance, we propose to apply a weighted algorithm [7] for intra zone multicasting. In this algorithm, the entry nodes (lead nodes) are chosen the most powerful one for inside zone multicasting by means of node's weight, calculated by number of their neighbors with different hop distance by each correspond percentages. Exit nodes take charge of zone-level path discovery and data forwarding. Selection of exit node is not so complex. Due to every node knowing their positions, the exit nodes can be chosen, which exists the shortest distance to its sub-level zone.
Ⅳ. Simulation: multicast tree routing vs. ZHMP
We Evaluated our protocol ZHMP by a simple simulation. Our simulation compared throughput efficiency between traditional multicast tree routing and ZHMP. As simulation environment, we pick a part of hierarchical zone from ZHMP structure shown in Fig. 8 . As a typical routing metricminimal hop count(MHC) applied for multicast tree routing, paths will be created as shown in Fig. 8(b) . We assumed two situations for this multicast tree routing topology, one for maximum throughput -no signal interference and another one for the worst situation -full signal interference within each multicast paths. Fig. 8(a) shows hierarchical multicasting runs with ZHMP. Time for route discovery is not considered in this simulation. As simulation results shown in Fig. 9 , traffic with signal interference will cause low throughput in multicast tree routing and throughput with ZHMP goes very close to maximum throughput in none-interference environment. It notes that hierarchical multicasting could provide a more efficient environment for multicast traffics than previewed multicast tree routing.
Ⅴ. Conclusion
Some issuses on multicast routing ( route discovery, response message management, signal interference and data retransmission) will cause an unexpected overhead for multicast leader(source) node and result in large transmission delay. The proposed routing protocol-ZHMP, with independent routing management for each separated zones, load from leader node can be shared with several zones to provide a more balance network traffic and hierarchical multicasting can guarantee a higher throughput for a large area wireless network.
